Sample tweets:

A) Join us on #YouthDay by sharing why education matters to you! #LWFYouth #TransformingEducation #SDG4. Learn more, at: https://www.lutheranworld.org/content/international-youth-day

B) On #YouthDay, #LWF emphasizes its commitment to 20 percent youth participation in all decision-making bodies of the church. https://www.lutheranworld.org/content/international-youth-day #LWFYouth #TransformingEducation #SDG4

C) “Education has always been a key tool for participation in society.” #LWF General Secretary Rev Dr Martin Junge on #YouthDay #LWFYouth #TransformingEducation #SDG4 https://www.lutheranworld.org/content/international-youth-day

D) “Having young people participate in our deliberations, discernment and decision-making has made us rich.” #LWF General Secretary Rev Dr Martin Junge on #YouthDay #LWFYouth #TransformingEducation #SDG4 https://www.lutheranworld.org/content/international-youth-day

Quotes:

LWF General Secretary Rev. Dr Martin Junge

“In the LWF, we have developed a commitment towards youth. Since 1984 we have a youth quota in our governing structures. 20 percent of our council members have to be
younger than 30 years. Having young people participate in our deliberations, discernment and decision-making has made us rich.”

“Education has always been a key tool for participation in society. Education is not a good to be traded, education is not for sale.”

“Education is a right. It had to serve the common good, and in doing so, it has to be accessible and inclusive for all.”

Ms Pranita Biswasi, LWF Youth Secretary
“As a young person myself, I believe that being and belonging, active participation and decision-making, having a voice and speaking out, receiving and contributing, growing and building, and intergenerational sharing and sustainability are the overall components of being young today in this present world.”

“Young people today are amazingly adept, profoundly connected to each other and already effectively contributing towards the revival of our churches and communities. This generation has also challenged some of the traditional practices, values priorities and political views”

“Being young today is rewarding as well as challenging. Young people today face many different challenges in different contexts. Young people often face the challenge of integrating themselves in this adult led society. Often, their talents are overlooked and under-valued.”

“Today, thousands of young people do not have an access to basic education, do not have stable housing, do not have stable health care, do not have the money for the day to day living, millions are unable to tackle the disasters of climate change, due to lack of awareness many are unable to adapt to floods and droughts. Young women are facing gender based inequalities. Nearly half of the young population today are facing the unemployment crisis. This is the reality of millions of young people around the world.”